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THE COMPOSITION OF T{ARMONIC MAPPINGS

EDGAR REICHI

0. Introrluction

The function f(z) is said to be a harmonic mapping if f(z) is complex-valued

harmonic: 
fz': o'

Special properties of two-dimensional harmonic vectors were first considered by
Kneser and Radö [3]. There is now a large literature on the subject.2 Analytic func-
tions and affine mappings, f(z):ttz*vZ, (F, v complex constants) constitute the
simplest examples. Evidently, f(z) is a harmonic mapping if and only if

f(z):A()+ffi,
where A(z), B(z) are analytic.

The current contribution is devoted to some elementary facts about composi-

tions which seem to have escaped attention. It is easy to verify that if f and g arc
harmonic mappings, with domain g>rangef, then gof is not "in general" hal-
monic. Trivial exceptions occur when / (or its conjugate) is analytic and g an arbi-
trary harmonic mapping, and when / is an arbitrary harmonic mapping and g is
affne. That, however, there also exist non-trivial exceptions follows from an example

given by Choquet [] for which

(0.1) s(fll)) = ,,

even though neither/nor g are analytic, anti-analytic, or affine. Choquet [1, pp.l6zt-
165l credits J. Deny with proving that Choquet's example of harmonic mappingsl
g satisfying (0.1) is essential§ unique.

Our object (Theorem 1 and its corollary) is to obtain local descriptions of all
harmonic mappings/with the property that gof is harmonic for some non-affine
harmonic g. The descriptions are local in the sense that they concern sufficiently

1) Work done with support from National Science Foundation Grants MCS-830028 and
INT-84I4734.

r) See [2] for a recent bibliography.
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small simply-connected neighborhoods of points where whatever non-constant ana-
lytic functions are involved are non-zero. It is perhaps surprising that very explicit
descriptions can be obtained. For completeness we have also included a proof of the
Choquet-Deny theorem, as [] does not contain one.

L. Characterization of harmonic decompositions

We can assume, without loss of generality, that f(z) has the form

where B(z) is analytic, and that S(w) has the form,

(1.1)

(t.2)

( 1.3)

f (z) - z+B(z),

g(w) - C(w)+r(l,v),

@c"(*)_ - G(r)N» (, - f(z) - z+W)).

@v(w) - G(4W), (w -f(z) - z+W)),

where C(w), D(w) are analytic functions of w. The most general harmonic map
has the form /o@, where @ is analytic, and/has form (1.1). The problem is to
characterize those functions B(z) for which there exist C(w), D(w), with C"(w),
D"(w) not both vanishing, such that gofo@ is harmonic. Whether or not B has

this property is of course independent of ö.
Let

G(z):3'1'1'

Calculating the laplacian of g(f(z)) we find that a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion that s(f@)) is harmonic is that

Our basic problem is to characterae the solutions of this functional equation. One
solution is obtained when G(z), C"(*), and D"(w) are appropriately related con-
stants.

From now on assume that G(z) is not a constants. Since (1.3) implies that
lC"(w)l=lD"(w)1, a necessary condition is that D"(w):g)rp(DC"(w) for some real
constant s, or

(1.4)

where
C"(w) - -ie-u§lgr[r(w), D"(w): -iebtzY(w).

The condition that there exists a non-zero analytic function Y(w) satisfying (1.4) is
necessary and sufrcient on B(z).

') In that case there exists a neighborhood in which "f is one-to-one.
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To transform (1.4) into a condition involving only G, let

(1.5) y(w): G(.f-'(r)), (w :f(z): z+B(z)).

We observe the following: A necessary and sufficient condition that there exists

a non-vanishing analytic function Y(w) satisfying (1.4) is that

(1.6) Å(ru) : ry-ry: roal function of w.

The condition (1.6) is necessary, because, by (1.4),

log fiw) +lo eV (w) : log Y(w) *log Y1w),

and if we operate wrth 02l0o0w on both sides we obtain R(u):41r1. On the

other hand, if (1.5) holds then

a[v--cl-0.
öwLy y l

Therefore,

ålfogy-togrl : Fr(w):analytic function of w,
dw-

and, hence,

logy-log7 : I rr(w)dw-Tffi,

where Fr(w) is also an analytic function of w. Thus,

99 : 4-., - , with L(w) : exp f Fr1w1dw, M(w) :exp Fr(w).
r(w) M(w)

Since it follows that lL(w)l:lM(w)1, we have M(w):sap(it)L(w) for some real

constant r. Setting
Y(w) : ei'tzL(w),

we obtain y(w)Y(w):y(w)Y(w). This shows that (1.6) is also sufficient for (1.4).

The next step is to employ (1.5) to compute R(f(r)), making use of the relations

(r.7) K--+:+,#:-+:-+,
J : lf,l'-lfrl' : 1-lcl', G : B'-

We find that
y*of : G'l J, loof : -GG'lJ,

I wao f : (- Gz G'2 + G lG' 12 - JGG) I Js.
Therefore,

(1.8) JsR(f(z)) : -'T'' *lc'l, - t 
GgG * r#: .
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This suggests defining

R,(z) - rsR(f(i!l- lG' l'z

lcl, '

which is real if and only if R(f(r)) is real. By (1.8),

R (z) - §(r)-rk)@,
where §, T are the following analytic functions:

(r.10) s(e) - 9 t* !t?c" (z) ^k) - 2G'(z)z - G(z)G" {z) 
.) l\Z):re .

Since R, is real we have

(1.9)

(1.1 1)

(1.12)

and this condition is equivalent to the basic requirement (1.6). Applying 02l0z0z
to both sides, one sees that (1.11) holds if and only if

,S-S - Gr -GT,

§'(r) : a-?4G(r), fQ): cG(z)+x,

where a and c are real constants and x is a complex constant.
Relations (1.10) and (1.12) yield the pair of simultaneous differential equations

G,z_GG" : aGB_il,G{, 2G,z_GG,, _ se?q2462

which constitute necessary and sufficient conditions on G. Subtracting the first equa-
tion from the second we obtain the equivalent pair

(1.13) G'2:il,G4*(c-a)@+xGz, G'I-GG":aG-fr,Ga.

The key to the situation is that the two equations (1.13) are highly dependent. The
first implies

*(g)' :pxGt(c-a)tG,.

On the other hand, the second equation of (1.13) implies that

*(#)' : + @Gz - aq : 2(xG - a)G'.

So we must have a:-c. Conversely, if we set a:-ct then we see, as above,
that the first of equations (1.13) implies the second.

We note that if 14:s:6=Q, then (1.13) alsoholdswhenGis constant. Thus we
have proved the following:

Theorem l. Suppose f(z):z+B(4, G(z):3'1r1. A necessary and suficient
condition that there locally exists a non-afine complex harmonic function g(w), such
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that g(f(z)) is harmonic is that G(z) satisfies

(1.14) G'2 - a2G4+2c@+azcz

for some complex constant a and some real constant c.

G(z) and B(z) an be expressed in terms of elementary functions. We distinguish

the following separate cases; the functions G(z) are given up to a translation of
the z plane.

(D d. : c :0, G(z) : ssa51.

(D d:0, c*0, eQ):*.

0D u * 0, c : rlal', (r : real const, rz # 0, l),

5t

(m)

G(z):ä ' dla 
.

r +/ I -r'z sinh @z) 
'

d,*0, c-0, G(r):- ,!f:@'
(V) a *0, c:lal', G(z): -**
The above expressions are obtained by integrating the differential equation (1.14)

and solving for G(z).Integrating the functions G(z), the following classiflcation of
harmonic mappings /(z) is obtained.

Corollary. Suppose f(z) is complex harmonic. A necessary and suficient con-

dition that there locally exists a non-afine complex harmonic function g(w), such that

S(f@) is harmonic, is that f(z) isa one of the following types, where v is a complex

constant, and r a real cowtant.

Type 0: f(z): ib(z), wlpre Ak) is analytic.

TYPe 1: f(z): aD()+v@, v * O.

Type 2: f(r) : a@+#, r * 0.

Type 3: f(r):rtrl*r@, rz*o,t-

TyPe 4: f(z): Ak)-v"

rype i.' f (z)- (, (r)-v tog 
[r*n (Y) - lJ .

tL Up to translations and conjugation of z and f(z).
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The associated non-affine harmonic mappings g(w) can be determined in prin-
ciple by integrating (1.6). When/(z) is of type 1, there is an especially simple solu-
tion; namely (up to an additive affine function)

g(w) : iwz-Yff'

2. Harmonic decompositions of the iilentity

Choquet-Deny Theorem. Suppose f is a sense-preseruing harmonic homeo-
morphism and is neither analytic nor ffine. Ä necessary and suficient condition that
.f-' is also harmonic is that

(2.1) .f(,):1,+!bsl4l*"o",r,
where o, d,, p are non-zero complex constants, lpl=sup, le-"'\.

Proof. While one could proceed to test each of the types I to 5 of the corol-
lary of Theorem I to see which fulfilled the requirement that f-r is also one of
these types, it is more efficient to take advantage of the symmetry of the relation

(2.2) c(f?)): z,

by means of an independent proof. Assuming

(2.3) w:f(z): A()+E€),
wherc Å(z), B(z) are analytic, and where

(2.4) J : l/'lz -lB'12 = 0, B' # 0,

in the domain of definition of/ we have, in place of (1.7),

(2.5) gn:VlJ, gn:-FlJ.
By Q.3), Q.4), (2.5) one finds that gr,-g if and only if

(2.6) A'lB'17 -lA'l,B'-g' :/rFA" -ZErB".
Dividing by lÅ'l2lB'l', (2.6) becomes

(2.7) +--#: o.t,- pn', where a(z): #O, Fe) : #,
or' equivalentlY' 

@+p)-y:(a+p)Ar.
By Q.4), therefore,

0:-a'
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Since a, p are both analytic, they must therefore both be constants,

(2.8) A" : aA'B', B" : -dA'B'.
Since affine / are excluded, a cannot be 0. Eliminating B between the differential

equations (2.8),

B" a.A'B" A'A- -A"2 A- A"
T:-d,A':--T-:-T:V-7.

Integrating, we obtain
zil, : Const e-a1*const.

This is a separable differential equation. For the solution we have

(2.g) A(z):Xr+!bg1p-e-n')+const,

A' (z) : ff {r- "-'1-', A" (z) : - $ «u- r-a)'z e-oz.

Therefore, by the flrst equation of (2.8),

B'(z\: -o "-o' .=- \-/ a p-e-o'
and therefore,

(2.10) B(z\:-å"*(p*e-")*const.

Conversely, if (2.9), (2.10) hold then (2.7) is satisfied.

The restriction on p in the statement of the theorem is to insure that .I>0.
We note that the harmonic mapping/of the Choquet-Deny Theorem falls within
type 5 of Section 1.
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